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YOUR MONEY IN MOTION
M AS T E R C L A S S
C R E AT E P O S I T I V E WEA LTH A S S O CI ATI O NS
There are a few things that remain taboo in modern culture; the topic of money is one. We’re told not to mention
it or share information about it, which is odd because we all need it and wish there was an abundance of it in our
bank account.
Many will deny this, yet they forget the opportunity it provides - a position to enable yourself and others.
This very fear surrounding it is the cause of the damaged relationship and its wrong perception.
I endured a significant part of my life financially challenged, and when I began creating wealth, I desired more
but failed to meet this need. It was then I realised that I didn’t want to be rich. Instead– I didn’t want to be poor.
I wasn’t playing to win; I was simply trying not to lose. And the challenge here is that most people don’t even
realise this is what they may be doing.
Allow me to journey with you out of this space into abundance, create positive wealth associations,
and develop a healthy relationship with finances and let’s put your money in motion.
This workshop takes place over two days, and together, we will start our morning
at 08h00 and spend 90-minutes analysing intention, emotion and perceptions collectively
and in breakaway sessions. You will also receive coursework and activities to help you
prepare for a life of abundance.

INSIGHT

DAY 01.
PASSION ECONOMY

+ Global business flows are ever-changing, and in broad terms, we move
from surplus to individuation, from fitting-in to fitting-out. Learn why this is
happening and how best to prepare for it.

MONEY FREQUENCY

+ Making money is one thing. Creating wealth in a fluid, constant way is a
whole other thing. Learn the ‘Joy of Money’ methodology, and understand
the frequency in which I have been able to sustain wealth.

DAY 02.
THE BUSINESS OF YOU

+ Guarantee of success no longer exists. We all need to redefine how we
add value to the world. Discover the practical steps
of building a personal brand.

MONEY INTENTIONALITY

+ Money requires clearly defined constructs. Learn how to create a money
road map to rhythmical earning.

WATCH THIS VIDEO NOW AND ASK YOURSELF,
WHO ARE YOU GOING TO BE?
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